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Dear Sir or Mad
dam,
ect: Comm
monly See
en Problem
ms during Loading Fertilizer iin China
Subje
(This circular is prepared by Huatai Qingdao Branch)
B
In reccent years,, we handled a numb
ber of case
es surrounding loadinng of fertilizer at
variou
us ports in
n China wh
here dispu
utes arose over carg
go shortagge, cargo caking
c
proble
em and/or impurities caused byy plastic strrips broken
n off from ppacking bags etc.
To pro
ovide Club
b and mem
mbers with a more de
etailed picture of the commonly
y seen
proble
ems conne
ected herew
with, we su
ummarize the genera
al situation on this iss
sue as
follow
ws.
Stora
age and lo
oading of fertilizer
f
a
at wharf
1. Ya
antai port iss the large
est exportin
ng port of fe
ertilizer in China and handles 70%
7
of
the total volu
ume of exp
ported fertiilizer from China, am
mong whichh, urea acc
counts
for 98%, and
d the rest are
a ammon
nium phosphate and ammonium
m sulfate, etc.
2. Fe
ertilizer is usually
u
pac
cked by ba
ags before
e loading on
o board. M
Most are packed
byy 50kg/bag
g and some
e are packe
ed by 1ton/bag. The5
50kg bag hhas double layer,
the outer layyer being nylon
n
wove
en and inner layer be
eing plasticc film, sealed by
se
ewing macchine. The
e 1ton bag
g is also bilayer
b
whilst tied byy rope. Urea is
alw
ways packked with high
h
quali ty packag
ge, which is strong and cann
not be
da
amaged ea
asily.

1ton paccking bag

50
0kg packing bag
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3. In Yantai, bagged fertilizer is normally stored at the cement platform of open
yard, covered with canvas and lashed by ropes outside the canvas. The
collected fertilizer is stacked at the yard and there are routes between stacks
for stevedore’s loading/discharging operation and ventilation. Normally, canvas
will be put on the cement platform as dunnage before stacking of fertilizer,
when the fertilizer is stacked for 4 layers high, the canvas will be folded to cover
the edge of bags of the 4th layer. After that, the fertilizer will be stacked and
cover the canvas folded onto the 4th layer. Upon completing of stacking, a
canvas will cover the whole stack from above down completely, to prevent
caking and wet damage of the cargo. At some other ports in China, the cargo
may be transported to the port directly from the factory or shipper warehouse
by truck or train.

bagged fertilizer stacks covered by canvas
4. Loading and transporting of fertilizer
There are three ways of loading and carrying the fertilizer:
1) Loading bagged cargo and cutting the bags on board, carrying bulk cargo
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Steel screens are placed over the hatch of the cargo hold and topped with one or
two tier of rope net with mesh of 2cm*2cm. The hatch cover will be closed near to
the steel screen, and the gap between the steel screen and hatch cover will be
covered with bags to ensure stevedore’s safety and prevent the caked fertilizer
from falling down to the cargo hold.

After the above preparation is completed,
bundles of bags will be lifted over the
cargo hold by shore crane, and
stevedore on top of the steel screen will
cut the bags accordingly. The stevedore
will crumb the caked cargo with size
larger than 2cm*2cm by tools such as
shovel, mallet etc.

As such, so that the fertilizer in bulk or in
cakes with size less than 2cm*2cm will
drop into the cargo hold.the size of
caked fertilizer in bulk normally less than
2cm*2cm (size of rope net

2) cutting the bags at wharf, loading and carrying bulk cargo
The stevedore will cut the bags at wharf alongside the vessel and the fertilizer will
drop to the conveyor belt via an iron griddle firstly and then smashed by grinder
ashore, the smashed fertilizer will be transferred to storage yard by conveyor belt
thereafter loaded on board by grab.

Stevedores are cutting the bags ashore

The fertilizer will drop on the conveyor
belt over the iron griddle via the iron
griddle
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The fertilizer is carried by conveyor belt

The fertilizer is transferred to
the storage yard for crushing by grinder

The fertilizer is being loaded on board by grab
3) loading and carrying cargo in bags
The bagged fertilizer are lifted to the cargo hold and piled by stevedore or forklift
truck.
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Common problems of loading fertilizer
On basis of our experiences, the problems commonly seen during loading of
fertilizer are set out as follows:
1. Cargo shortage
Cargo shortage claim is the most common claim at Yantai port. The B/L quantity of
fertilizer carried in bulk is normally ascertained by the draft surveys arranged by
shipper. If shipper’s surveyors tend to over-protect their clients’ interests by taking
the advantages of their local resources, the B/L quantity may not reflect the actual
amount of cargo loaded.
During drafty survey, shipper appointed surveyor and carrier appointed surveyor
may have disputes over seawater density, the readings of draft survey and the
soundings of ballast water. In case an agreement cannot be reached between the
ship interests and the shipper upon completing of loading operation regarding the
cargo quantity loaded on onboard, the vessel may be shifted to anchorage by port
authority, waiting for the result of negotiation among parties concerned, thus, the
vessel’s schedule may be affected and time loss may therefore be incurred.
2. Cargo caking
Cargo caking is another frequent problem. Some caked fertilizer is very brittle and
easily to be crumbed by mallet or even by hands. Whilst some caked fertilizer is
very tough and cannot be crumbed easily. When the cargo is loaded by bag
breaking machine, the on-site surveyors and the ship crew cannot get close to the
working machine, and then shipper and/or the stevedores will may take such
opportunity to load caked cargo on board.
The steel screen is just like a filter which can primarily prevent the caked cargo
from loading into the cargo hold. Only dry bulk fertilizer can pass the steel screen
(with size of 2cm*2cm) and the caked cargo can pass the steel screen after being
cracked, thus big cargo cakes will be left over. Nevertheless, after the cargo is
cracked by manpower, some small caked cargo shall still pass the steel screen
and be loaded into the cargo hold.
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Furthermore, due to the characteristic of fertilizer, caked cargo can still be found in
bulk even proper precautionary measures are taken before or during loading
operation, normally the ratio of caked cargo is above 2%.

3. Impurities of plastic strips breaking off from bags

During the operation of cutting bags, some plastic strips will be unavoidably mixed
into the fertilizer and therefore be loaded into the cargo hold. At Yantai port, the
stevedores are required to keep picking out the plastic strips 24 hours a day,
however it is impossible to pick out all the plastic strips.
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Loss Prevention Recommendations
1. Cargo shortage
1) Considering cargo shortage dispute is quite common, it is suggested that
owners try to reach an agreement with charterers beforehand that the cargo
quantity (loaded onboard and to be recorded in the Mate Receipt (and/or the B/L))
should be ascertained through the joint draft surveys among the ship owners,
charterers and the shipper.
2) In order to prevent potential disputes on the density of the seawater at the time
of draft surveys, Master is suggested to prepare densimeter (with relative
certificate & calibration records), meantime, the parties concerned should also
reach an agreement on the testing method of seawater density whilst doing the
draft surveys.
3) When conducting the draft survey, the vessel is suggested to try to reduce the
ship heeling and trim as much as possible so as to reduce/avoid the error whilst
calculating the ballast water and bunkers onboard.
4) When conducting initial draft survey, the Chief Mate should timely exchange the
draft reading figures with attending surveyors (especially the appointed surveyor
on behalf of shipper). If there is dispute on their respective draft readings, another
joint on-site draft reading should be done immediately until the concerned parties
reach a satisfactory agreement on the draft readings. Furthermore, in order to
avoid any unnecessary dispute in future, if possible and practical, it is suggested
that the ship side can consider making a video about the whole process of draft
reading so as to preserve the related evidences.
5) After the initial draft survey, the C/O should immediately verify whether the result
of initial draft surveys is correct or not by calculating the vessel’s constant. If there
is any abnormal result of the vessel constant or great difference over the initial
draft survey result, a new joint survey should be arranged as soon as possible until
cause of the dispute is found or the dispute is solved.
6) After the completion of initial draft readings, usually the stevedores will start
loading operation and several steel screens will be lifted to the hatch coaming. As
the weight of each steel screen is about 15 tons, if the initial draft survey needs to
be re-carried out by parties concerned, those loaded steel screens will influence
the calculation of ship's constant to some extent. As such, if possible, Master can
consider asking the stevedore to remove the steel screens on board until the
completion of the calculation of the initial draft surveys.
7) When the loading operation is close to completion, the C/O should check the
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draft readings frequently
f
and calcu
ulate the quantity of cargo loadded onboa
ard so
that h
he can havve an idea before
b
the final draft survey is conducted
c
.
o short loading is fou
und after th
he final dra
aft surveys,, the ship side
s
is
8) In ccase cargo
recom
mmended to
t require the shippe
er to reple
enish. If shipper agreees to replenish,
ship sside should instruct crewmemb
ber to mak
ke proper tally aboutt the quan
ntity of
the ca
argo to be supplemented, and tthe cargo-replenish operation
o
ccannot stop until
the m
master is re
easonable satisfied. In case th
he shipper refuses too replenish
h, ship
side sshould imm
mediately report to pa
arties conc
cerned for coordinatio
c
on accordin
ngly.
9) If p
possible, after the completion o
of loading operation,
o
the ship siide is sugg
gested
to coo
ordinate with parties concerned
d for joint hatch
h
sealing.
2. Ca
argo caking
g and impu
urity
1) Sin
nce the fe
ertilizer cak
king proble
em is una
avoidable, owners arre suggested to
reach
h an agreem
ment with chartererss on the endorsement of mate’ss receipt( and/
a
or
the B//L) beforeh
hand to pro
oper protecct their pos
sition.
2) Du
uring loading operations, Mastter can dis
spatch duty
y crewmem
mber to monitor
m
and in
nspect the condition of caked ccargo and impurities of plastic sstrips. As for
f the
caked
d cargo tha
at can be easily
e
craccked, ship side can ask
a the steevedores to
o load
the sa
ame after being
b
cracked; as to the huge caked
c
carg
go that cannnot be cru
umbed
easilyy, ship side
e should reject
r
load ing it on board.
b
Reg
garding thee impuritie
es that
have been loaded on boa
ard and mixxed with ca
argo, such as plasticc strips or pieces
p
astic film breaking
b
offf from bag
gs, extra care
c
should
d be takenn by ship side
s
in
of pla
monittoring and inspecting
g the cargo
o condition in bulk fre
equently. Inn case impurities
are fo
ound, the stevedores
s
should be
e asked to collect
c
the same timeely. Furtherrmore,
ship sside is sug
ggested to take phottos (as mu
uch as practical) to rrecord the cargo
condition.

Hope
e the above
e is of assis
stance. An y query or comment,, please alw
ways feel free
f
to
conta
act us.

Since
erely yours,

Shan Hong
Vice P
President
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